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 Reshaping Physical
Security with AI to
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About

 We are an exclusive team of retired Indian and Israeli Special Forces
Operatives along with NSG Black Cat Commandos. We bring with us specialist
skills, and extensive experience in executing sensitive security operations
globally. With tech support from our UK & Israel based partners, we are here to
redefine the security paradigm across the country and bring to you an
exceptional and hi-tech security experience.

Grey-volk

We aspire to revolutionize the security industry by embracing emerging
technologies, continuous training, and fostering a culture of innovation

Our mission is to instill a sense of
trust, peace of mind, and reliability
among our clients through our
unmatched commitment to their
safety and security needs

Our Mission

Our vision is to be recognized as a
premier technology driven global
security company, renowned for
unparalleled excellence and customer-
centricity in all aspects of our services

Our Vision

We strive to establish an international footprint, offering world-class, tech based security
solutions and becoming the go-to choice for clients seeking unparalleled safety and protection

a new startup

Where technology meets the
specialists



Col Kaushal Kashyap is a Special
Forces Officer with over 20 years
of experience in executing
sensitive operations and
responsibilities . He has the unique
distinction of heading an elite
National Security Guards Unit• An
expert in Counter terrorist, Counter
hijack, Incident Response and
Quick Reaction operations. He was
awarded, Shaurya Chakra the third
highest award for gallantry in
peace time in 2008 by the
President of India.

 He has also been conferred with
numerous other awards including
the Chief of Army Staff
Commendation Card for gallantry,
General Officer Commanding in
Chief Eastern Command
Commendation Card. Director
General, National Security Guards
Commendation Card, Director
General, National Security Guards
Commendation Card and Roll, Force
Commander MONUSCO
Commendation Card (United Nations
Mission in Congo), Commendation
Card from Commander North Kivu
Brigade, MONUSCO (United Nations
Mission in Congo) and Meritorious
Service Medal No III from Govt of
Mongolia

Our Team Leader
Col Kaushal Kashyap,
Shaurya Chakra

Founder and Director

Unleashing Professional Security
and AI Synergy



Anurag Priyadarshi

Meet The

Asef Nadal
Founder of ARES INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS MANAGEMENT based in Savyon,
Israel & President of Corner Shot LLC, Asef is a retired Special Forces Officer of
IDF. An Air Marshal &VIP Security Specialist, he developed the Corner ShotTM
(patented) system widely used globally. ARES, with more than 15 years of
experience, is one of the leading companies in Israel for providing counter
terrorism consulting to law enforcement agencies world-wide, and a global
provider of advance security consulting services, combining Integrated defence
and security solutions. It represents some of the leading military and defence
manufacturers in Europe and Israel with various governments, paramilitary
organizations and private/public security sectors as its major clients.

Col Kaushal Kashyap, Shaurya Chakra
Founder & Director of Grey-volk, in capacity of his service in the National
Security Guards and Special Forces has been responsible for security of
numerous highly sensitive installations. The role included vulnerability & threat
assessment at various critical and high risk sites, including multiple airports. He
has also trained several Central and State Government Forces 

Dr Vicky Kapoor 
Founder of ShtruNashak KravMaga Systems ( IUKMF ) , is the country’s first, and
the only, IKMF certified from Israel , With over 46 years of experience in Hand-to-
Hand Combat Training, Military Close Quarter Combat Tactics and Specialist Law
Enforcement Tactics, he is also, certified instructor of SWAT (Special Weapon &
Tactics), Law Enforcement, Military & Sky Marshal. He has a diploma in Anti-
Terrorism and Hostage situation Management from IISSM. Author of “Krav Maga
Manuel for Armed Force” & A Self Defense Book for women – Improvise Adapt
Overcome” , He has conducted training of various government security agencies
like NEPA, Punjab Police, SPG, CISF, Tamil Nadu Police, Kerala Police & CBI. 

Team

"Founder of Urban AI, Anurag is an Artificial Intelligence specialist. Anurag built
Urban AI into a UK-Headquartered global Artificial Intelligence firm that
specializes in camera based solutions like detection, tracking, alerts and analytics.
The technology firm’s AI can scan through thousands of hours of recorded videos
or feed from thousands of cameras to spot events of interest. The solution has
been tested in major cities in India, including Delhi, NCR. With over 10 years of
experience in developing AI solutions, Anurag strengthens our surveillance
capabilities with AI, enhancing overall security management  experience 

Seamlessly Blending Expertise and AI 



 Excellence

We assure world class
security services and are
committed to reliability
and building trust

EVENT SECURITY

With a foundation laid by retired
special forces operatives, our
company unites battle experience
with AI security integration.
Safeguarding installations reaches
new heights through our expertly
curated blend of human expertise
and cutting-edge technology.

SECURITY OF
INSTALLATIONS

SECURITY
CONSULTATION

Staffed by elite retired
special forces

professionals, we deliver
premier executive
protection. Adeptly
combining tactical
expertise, strategic

insight, and unparalleled
experience, we ensure
unparalleled security

solutions. Your safety is
our paramount

commitment. Trust us for
the utmost protection

and peace of mind.

EXECUTIVE
PROTECTION

UNLEASHING
PROFESSIONAL
SECURITY AND AI
SYNERGY

Your Event,
Our Mission

Elevati ng Security to
a Global Standard of

"Experience meets excellence. Our firm, led by
retired special forces operatives, delivers
unparalleled security consultation. Leveraging
battle-tested strategies, we ensure corporate
safety through meticulous risk assessment,
tailored solutions, and elite training. Trust us to
safeguard your business with the finest expertise
and a proven track record."

Harnessing elite expertise, we
guarantee unparalleled security for
large-scale events. Rigorous
training, battle-tested skills, and
strategic thinking empower us to
flawlessly safeguard gatherings.
Count on us to ensure safety and
serenity, combining precision with
experience for an unmatched
event security solution.

Our Services



CORPORATE
TRAINING

"From Battlefield to Boardroom:
Our team, boasting of retired
special forces legends, pioneers
exceptional corporate training.
Equipping staff with self-
defense prowess, leadership
brilliance, and team
camaraderie, we sculpt
empowered professionals ready
to conquer challenges in any
arena."

We assure  seamless security
solutions by harmoniously
integrating cutting-edge
technology, comprehensive
surveillance systems, and
advanced access control
mechanisms. Our holistic
approach ensures optimal
protection, making us the prime
choice for integrated security
solutions.

INTEGRATED
SECURITY

SOLUTIONS
COMBAT
TRAINING

Leveraging the skill sets
of special forces , we
stand as the epitome
of top-tier combat

training. We specialize
in both jungle and

urban warfare
techniques, catering to

state and central
forces. Experience the

finest instruction,
perfected through real-

world expertise, for
optimal operational

readiness.

Our promise....peace of mind

P R O F E S S I O N A L S
A N D  A I  C R A F T I N G
U L T I M A T E
P R O T E C T I O N

"Beyond Traditional Security: Seamlessly
Blending Expertise and AI for Security

Solutions"



Why

 Who better to ensure your safety than the Special Forces
 

Grey-volk is not just another Security Company, it is a team of exceptional
professionals & specialists, who have proved their commitment to security

of the Nation on numerous occasions. The team comprises of battle
hardened soldiers who have been the best in their fields, have overcome all

odds and made personal sacrifices to keep the Nation safe. Today they
stand united backed by state of art technology, to offer you the most

memorable security experience

Choose us.......

Defending with Distinction: Human Skill & Technological Brilliance



PEACE OF MIND

Redefining the Security
Experience

WE PROMISE

Phone: 
+91-9957983674

Email:
info@greyvolk.com

Address:
I1-103, IITL NIMBUS, Express Park View II,
Chi V, Greater Noida

Website:
www.greyvolk.com

CONTACT US

Not just another
Security Company

Merging Proficiency with Technology


